Press release | Uhuh, Purr & Noot Noot, the
endearing Pet Lights designed by Marcel
Wanders

The Pet Lights are a series of table lamps, with their very own personalities and characteristics. Rounded,
endearing and elegant, with precious ceramic details that bring them to life. Enjoy a wonderland of fairy
tale characters with heaps of charm!
Summary
Uhuh, Purr & Noot Noot are the Pet Lights by Marcel Wanders. Animal-lover or not, anyone who lays
eyes on the endearing features of Uhuh, Purr and Noot Noot can’t help but be enchanted. Rounded,
endearing and elegant, they find their place in any kind of interior climate and environment.Their frosted
glass bodies, decorated with touches of gold, emit a sunny, heart-warming light glow. Bring a little bit of
nature indoors with the Pet Lights.
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Angles & Facts
Endearing features
Rounded, endearing and elegant, the Pet lights find their place in any kind of interior climate and
environment.
Choose a favourite
Choose your favourite characters amongst a penguin (Noot Noot), a rabbit (Purr) and an owl (Uhuh).

Complete Press release
Uhuh, Purr & Noot Noot are the Pet Lights by Marcel Wanders. Animal-lover or not, anyone who lays
eyes on the endearing features of Uhuh, Purr and Noot Noot can’t help but be enchanted. Bring a little
bit of nature indoors with the Pet Lights.
The Pet Lights are a series of table lamps, with their very own personalities and characteristics. Rounded,
endearing and elegant, they find their place in any kind of interior climate and environment.Their frosted
glass bodies, decorated with touches of gold, emit a sunny, heart-warming light glow. Choose your
favourite characters amongst a penguin, a rabbit and an owl.
The gold-plated ceramic features bring the animals to life, accessorizing them with precious jewels that
complement the snowy whiteness of their bodies. Enjoy a wonderland of fairy tale characters with heaps
of charm!
Uhuh - The adorable owl with his rounded features lures you in with his grasping golden eyes.
Purr - With his big pointy ears, this enchanting bunny adds a touch of magic in any interior.
Noot Noot - The penguin is the tallest family member, keeping watch while casting a soft glow, admitting
it’s softness behind a stoic exterior.
Year of design: 2018
Designer: Marcel Wanders
Material: Frosted glass, porcelain
The designer
Marcel Wanders is a product and interior designer who drew international recognition for his Knotted
Chair produced by Droog Design in 1996. His work is ubiquitous; designing for leading international
companies such as Flos, Alessi, Puma, KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, MAC Cosmetics, Cappellini, B&B Italia,
Moroso and Target.Wanders also designs for architectural projects, such as the Kameha Grand hotel in
Bonn, the Mondrian South Beach hotel in Miami and the Villa Moda store in Bahrain. In addition to running
his studio, Wanders is co-founder and Artistic Director of the successful design label Moooi (2001).
He exhibits widely and his work is included in such significant museum collections as MoMA New York,
The Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, and the V&A Museum, London. Wanders has further published
numerous books and is extensively profiled in the global media, appearing in such publications as the
New York Times, Domus, The Financial Times and Wallpaper Magazine.
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Notes to the editor
About Moooi

For almost twenty years Moooi has inspired and seduced the world with sparkling and innovative designs.
The venture founded in 2001 by Marcel Wanders and Casper Vissers is named after their native Dutch
word for beautiful – the third ‘o’ in the brand name stands for an extra value in terms of beauty &
uniqueness. Since 2013 the company’ art direction is in the hands of Marcel Wanders. From 1 September
2015, Robin Bevers assumed the position of Moooi CEO, taking over this role from Moooi co-founder
Casper Vissers.
About New York Textile Month

New York Textile Month is a month-long city-wide festival designed to celebrate textile creativity and
promote textile awareness. Initiated by Lidewij Edelkoort, trend forecaster and Dean of Hybrid Studies
at The New School, this multiple-location event will gather all voices and expressions concerning textiles,
bringing together museums, galleries, showrooms, retailers, design studio, students and the general public.
Product information & High-res Images

Looking for HR images? You’ll find everything you need in our online Press Room. Not registered to
our Press Room yet? Create your personal account here: www.moooi.com/press
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